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1. INTRODUCTION

Let D be a Jordan domain in C with rectifiable boundary r. By definition

IE P(D) if and only if

where rp is a Riemann mapping of the unit disc U onto D. We shall denote
by Ir I the length of r.

Supplied with the norm

EP(D) becomes a Banach space for p ~ 1. For further properties of EP(D)
see, e.g., [3].

The degree of polynomial approximation in EP(D), p ~ 1, has been
studied by several authors. In [10] Walsh and Russell gave results when r
is an analytic curve. Later these results were extended to more general
domains, for p > 1 by AI'per [1] and for p = 1 by Andrasko [2] and Galan
[4]. However, no corners were allowed. In [7] Kokilasvili stated theorems
for p > 1 that also cover cases when D has corners. Similar results are given
in [6].

The results in [7] rely on the boundedness of the operator s: £P(r) -l> U(T)
defined by

Sj(z) = I
r
um;a - z» d~, Z E r.

However, the boundedness is needed only for a certain subspace of LP(r).
In this paper we shall give a method that enables us to include domains with
corners in the case p = 1. Since no proofs have been given in [7] we shall
also include the case p > 1.
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2. POLYNOMIAL EXPANSION IN EP(D)

ZED.

Let 0/: 8 2\U ---+ 8 2\D be the Riemann mapping with a = 0/'( 00) > 0.
In the sequallet q be the conjugate exponent ofp, i.e.,

p-l + q-l = 1.

For k = 0, 1,..., and R > 1 let

_-1-1 w7c [lP'(W)]1/Q
Fp,k(Z) - 2 . 0/( ) dw,TTl Iwr~R w - Z

Obviously Fp,k is a polynomial of degree k. We shall refer to these poly
nomials as the p-Faber polynomials. To each fE EP(D) we associate its
p-Faber series

where

ak = ak(f) = (2TTi)-11 f 0 o/(w) . [o/'(W)]l/P W-k- 1 dw.
Iwl=l

Series of this type were studied for p > 1 by Kokilasvili.

LEMMA 2.1. For n = 0, 1, ..., the p-Faber coefficients of Fp.n are

for k of n

for k = n.

Proof With obvious modifications we can use the proof by Kovari and
Pommerenke [8] of the corresponding lemma in the uniform case.

The lemma can be used to prove the following result that will be useful
later.

PROPOSITION 2.2. For every f E EP(D), p ~ 1, the Abel sum of its p-Faber
series converges pointwise to f in D.

Proof Let R > 1. Then for ZED

1 1 f 0 o/(w) . [o/'(w)]1/P . [o/'(RW)]l/q
- dw
2TTi Iwl~l o/(Rw) - Z

= f R-k-lFp,k(Z) . (2TTi)-1 1 fo o/(w) . [o/'(W)]l/P . W-k- 1 dw
o Iwl=l

en

= R-l'" R-ka F (z)1... k p,k ,
o
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where ak are the p-Faber coefficients of f Since [P'Oj-)]l/q E Hq and Pis
continuous on [ w i ?'o 1 we get

. 1 f f 0 pew) . [P'(w)]1l p
• [P'(RW)]l/q

hm- dw
R-.!+ 27Ti Iwl=1 P(Rw) - z

= ~J 1m d' =1(z)
2m r' -z

for each zED.

COROLLARY 1. No two different functions in EP(D) have the same p-Faber
series.

COROLLARY 2. If a p-Faber series L akFp.k is Abel summable in EP(D),
then its sum is the only function in EP(D) with these p-Faber coefficients.

Proof That its sum has (ak)~ as p-Faber coefficients follows from
Lemma 2. I. This completes the proof.

3. AN OPERATOR FROM HP INTO EP(D)

Let IIn(D) and IIn denote the polynomials of degree not exceeding n,
considered as subspaces of EP(D) and HP, respectively. Further, we let II(D)
and II be the corresponding sets with no restrictions on the degrees.

From the previous section we see that for p ?'o 1 we can define an operator
Tp : II ---+ EP(D) by

(TpP)(z) = _1_. J pew) . [P'(w)]1I
P

dw
2m Iwl=1 pew) - z

for zED. For p > 1 we can use generalizations of the M. Riesz inequality
to more general domains (see [5]) to prove that Tp is bounded for a wide
class of domains. These are the domains considered by Koki1asvili. This
shows that the following definition is not empty for p > 1.

DEFINITION OF TYPE A p • Let p ?'o 1. A Jordan domain D with rectifiable
boundary is of type A p if the operator Tp is bounded.

In Section 5 we shall give a sufficient condition for D to be of type Al
This condition will also permit corners.
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If D is of type A p the linear operator Tp can be extended to the whole
of HP. In fact we have the following

THEOREM 3.1. Let D be of type Ap . Then there exists a continuous linear
operator

such that

(i) Tp(wk) = Fp,k for k = 0, 1, ....

(ii) Tp is injective. Ifp > 1 it is moreover surjective.

Proof All that remains to prove is (ii). Let g E HP with Tpg = °have
the representation

Since gr = g(r-) ----+ g in HP as r ----+ 1- we get

But
""

Tpgr = L akrkFp,k
o

and Lemma 2.1 imply

ak = lim ak(Tpgr) = ak(Tpg) = °
7"-"71-

for k = 0, 1,..., where as before, ak(Tpgr)is the corresponding p-Faber
coefficient of Tpgr' Hence g = °and Tp is injective.

For fE EP(D) and Iu I < 1 let

J(u) = ~ r f 0 P(w) . [P/(W)]l/P dw.
2m J[WI~l w - U

This is the unique holomorphic function in U whose Taylor coefficients at
the origin coincide with the p-Faber coefficients off.

The first part of the proof shows that g f'oo.' L: akwk implies Tpg f'oo.' L: akFp,k .
Corollaries 1 and 2 of Proposition 2.2 then give fE Tp(HP) if and only if
j E HP and that T;Y = j By the M. Riesz inequality j E HP for all f E EP(D)
if p > 1. Hence Tp is surjective in that case.

Remark. From the above it follows in fact that T;l is continuous for any
Jordan domain with rectifiable boundary in case p > 1.
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For fE £P(D) let

Ep,n(f) = inf{llf - p II: p EJIn(D)}, 11 = 0, 1, ....

By Theorem 3.1 all estimates of the degree of approximation in HP can be
transferred to EP(D) if D is of type A p . In case p > 1 the estimates are in
fact equivalent, by the remark after Theorem 3.1.

For g E HP, P ~ 1, and h > 0 let

The HP-version of Jackson's theorem states that

for g E HP and n = 1,2,.... Using Theorem 3.1 and remembering the notation

(T":;,If)(u) = leu) = ~ r f 0 P(w). . [P'(W)]l/ P
dw

2m Jlwl~l H' - U

for f E EP(D) and I u I < 1, the following result is therefore immediate.

THEOREM 4.2. Let p ~ 1 and D be of type A p . Then for fE EP(D) and
n = 1,2,...

Remark 1. The remark after Theorem 3.1 yields the inequality

Ep,n(J) ~ CpEp,n(f)

for any Jordan domain with rectifiable boundary and p > 1. From this,
inverse theorems can easily be deduced.

Remark 2. In general] may be much smoother than fo 1[1. (P')I/P,

which appears in the corresponding estimate in [7].

Remark 3. For p = 1 the theorem is obviously of no value unless] E HI,

5. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR D TO BE OF TYPE Al

For p = 1 difficulties arise because of the failure ofthe M. Riesz inequality.
Our starting point is the same as that ofPommerenke [9].
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Let p > 1. With I u I = 1 fixed and A = (p + 1)(2 we have

I peT) - P(Au) 1 I p [ P(pw) - P(Au) ] dog = - arg w
ar 7T Iwl=l r - pw apw

for I r I > p. Remember that a = P'( (0). We observe that, for a fixed p, it is
possible to define the branches so that arg((P(pw) - P(Au))(apw) is locally
continuously differentiable with respect to u along the circle I u \ = 1. We
may then differentiate with respect to u inside the integral. Hence, we get

P'(AU) 1 I p ( 1 a )
P() P(A) = - -- -"\ '" arg[P(pw) - P(AU)] dw. (1)

r - . U 7T Iwl~l r - w /\ uU

This may serve as a motivation of the following theorem, which is the main
result in this paper.

THEOREM 5.1. A Jordan domain with rectifiable boundary is of type Al if

lim infll r l(%u)(arg[P(pw) - P(AU)]) I Idu 1[/1 = C1 < 00
p->1+ Jlul=l 00

where II '1100 = ess sUPlwl~l I . I.
Proof Let the domain D fulfill the conditions in the theorem. For p > 1

we can define linear operators

Tp: HI -+ V (on the unit circle)

by

I f °(TPf)(u) = - ~ few) '" (arg[P(pw) - P(Au)]) dw.
7T/\ Iwl~l uU

By Fubini's theorem we get

111''1111 < (Ij7T) III l(oj8u)(arg[P(pw) - P(AU)]) I I du III .II fill .
I lul~l 00

From the definition of the I-Faber polynomials it follows that

P'(AU) = ~F1,k 0 P('.\u) . P'(Au)
per) - P(AU) ~ r k+1 '

Moreover, (1) gives

I r I > A.
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for I T I > p. This implies

To(w7<)(u) = p-7<-I . Fl,I< 0 P(AU) . P'(Au) (2)

for k = 0,1, ....
Since the right-hand side of (2) has a limit in V sense as p -+ 1+, the limit

lim ToP = TP
p~l+

exists for all polynomials P. Furthermore we know that

liminf II Tp II = c.
p->l+

Consequently

for all polynomials P. Since moreover

T(wk ) = Fu 0 P . P',

we see that for all polynomials P

Hence

and thus D is of type Al .

Remark. Geometrically the condition in the theorem means that the
variations of the directions of secants with one fixed endpoint have to be
bounded by a constant, independent of these endpoints. If, for instance, the
boundary is sufficiently smooth between a finite number of corners, the
domain is obviously of type Al .
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